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Edible Landscaping at the Sustainability Resource 
Center

Regenerative design for a more delicious, healthy, 
ecologically-intuitive campus



Project TickTalk

Addressing Health in the Homeless 
Population



Problem: 
•Personal Observations

•Miss appointments are a problem for
•the clinic staff – delays care
•the patients – health 

Currently calling patients for appointment reminders



Solution:
•Initially identified our solution as a wearable device
•Given to patient to remind them of appointments
•No cost to patient
•Reusable and transferable
Future features

•Goal: Reduce no-show rates



Where we are now:  
•Received $13,000 of funding from the University Office of 
Sponsored Research and the Ivory Homes Capstone Initiative 
Fund

•Patient centered design conference in Boston

•Currently have non functioning prototype

•Alpha-test finished in approximately six months



Summary:
The wearable device project will provide populations 

without access to telecommunications a simple and easy-
to-use reminder system, ultimately improving the health of 

the homeless population.



The Schoolyard
Urban Ecology’s Role in Schoolyard Design



Where do the Children Play?

 “Society today has become so 
estranged from its natural origins, it 
has failed to recognize our species’ 
basic dependence on nature as a 

condition of growth and 
development.” (5)



Some Components of a Natural Schoolyard
Present Natural Systems 

Native Landscaping

Schoolyard Habitats

Edible Gardens

Building Forts



Preserving the Night

Mission: 

We endeavor to educate students, faculty, staff, and citizens of the Salt Lake 

Valley on the detrimental effects of light pollution occurring in our own backyard 

and around the globe.

Courtney Hoyt 

Ashley Ikegami











Making the Invisible Visible

Changing the transportation culture of the Salt Lake Valley 

through the University of Utah

Anna Carter





Have you appreciated the 
air yet today?



KIOSK on 
COMMON WEALTH

Corinne Galland, Madison Thomas, 
Kendra Still



MISSION STATEMENT

Kiosk on Common Wealth is a response to the 
lack of intimacy and creative expression, 
the isolation, disengagement, and apathy on 
campus.

We hope to create a space for community and 
sustainable human connection.



CONCEPT



Art 
Installation

Clip Wall

-information

-awareness

-student projects and campus events

Thirteenth Street Market vending

-fresh fruit, coffee, flowers!

USE



                             PROBLEMS:
                                              *Lack of Information
                                              *Threat of Violence
                                                or Death

 *Lack of Identification
                                              *Not Allowed in  
     Most Shelters
                                               



   DIS-                     -CONNECT
                                                           Programs
                                                           Available
                                                                but

    Programs 
                                                           Unknown
                                                     to Hotlines, etc.



FINANCIAL 
RESOURCES

MEDICAL CARE

SAFE HOUSING

EDUCATION 
PROGRAMS

SKILLS 
DEVELOPMENT

ETC.
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THANK YOU
We are The Valley As A Laboratory

Making the Invisible Visible 


